
Bayou View Middle School – Weekly Lesson Plans

Teacher: Comer/Hammons/Ladner/Parker Week of: 11/29/2021-12/03/2021 Subject: ELA-8

Classroom News/Due Dates:

Focus Standard: RI.8.6 Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how the author acknowledges and responds to conflicting evidence and viewpoints.

Ongoing Standards:

RL.8.10 By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poems, at the high end of grades 6–8 text complexity band independently and proficiently.

RI.8.10 By the end of the year, read and comprehend literary nonfiction at the high end of the grades 6–8 text complexity band independently and proficiently.

W.8.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline‐specific tasks,

purposes, and audiences.

SL.8.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 8 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and

expressing their own clearly.

Additional Standards:

RI.8.1, RI.8.2, RI.8.4, RI.8.5, L.8.4a, L.8.4b, L.8.4c, W.8.2, W.8.5, W.8.7, W.8.8, SL.8.1a, SL.8.1b,

SL.8.1c, SL.8.1d, SL.8.2, SL.8.4, SL.8.6

Day/Date

Bell Work Objectives
(“The student will…”)

Procedures
TI = Teacher Input, M = Modeling, GP = Guided Practice, IP = Independent Practice

SM = Student Modeling TTW = “The teacher will…”     TSW = “The students will…”

Assessmen

t
Observation,

Activities

Project, Quiz, Unit

Test, DCA, etc.

ClosureBell

Schedule

Monday

Apostrophe Sheet

(Comer)

Standards Review

(Varies/Teacher’s

choice)

[Ladner/Parker]

Show understanding

of when to use

apostrophes

(Comer)

Review Author’s

Tone/Purpose

(Comer)

Demonstrate

comprehension of

“Long Way Down”

text through

assessment. (Ladner

and Parker)

ANTICIPATORY SET: Review author’s purpose using guided notes/practice

Long Way Down

Assessment

Author’s Purpose

sheet

Upcoming DCA

Turn in completed

work

12/06 Mrs. Comer’s Class:

TSW complete bellwork on apostrophes and review correct answers as a class

TTW review author’s purpose, then have students independently identify the author’s

purpose for writing a selection of paragraphs.

TTW discuss how word choice demonstrates author’s tone and purpose

TTW discuss the connection between word choice, tone, purpose, and author’s point-of-view

using a brief nearpod on tone/mood and word choice.

Ms. Parker/Mr. Ladner’s Classes:

TSW complete an assessment to demonstrate comprehension and standards mastery related

to “Long Way Down” text.

Regular

Tuesday
Standards Review

(Varies/Teacher’s

choice)

TSW demonstrate

understanding of

author’s point of

view

ANTICIPATORY SET: TTW gauge background knowledge of Author’s purpose and tone

12/07
TTW provide guided instruction on author’s purpose and tone

TSW Begin Lesson 13/14 combined lesson
Regular

Wednesd

ay Log in to I-Ready

Reading and

prepare for

diagnostic

Demonstrate

mastery of a wide

range of previously

taught standards on

the I-Ready reading

diagnostic and/or

individual lessons.

ANTICIPATORY SET: Login to I-Ready Reading

12/08 TSW silently and independently work toward completion of their mid-year I-Ready

Diagnostic and/or individual lessons.

TTW actively monitor students as they work/test
Regular



Thursday

Standards Review

(Varies/Teacher’s

choice)

Demonstrate

mastery of Author’s

Purpose and Point

of View

ANTICIPATORY SET: Review author’s purpose/tone

12/09

Complete RCC Lesson 13 and 14 combined activity

Regular

Friday

Standards Review

(Varies/Teacher’s

choice)

Demonstrate

mastery of author’s

purpose and point

of view

Demonstrate

comprehension of

Long Way Down

(Comer’s Class)

ANTICIPATORY SET: Review knowledge from previous nine weeks

12/10
Mrs. Comer’s Class:

TSW complete an assessment to demonstrate comprehension and standards mastery related

to “Long Way Down” text.

Ladner/Parker:

TTW review author’s purpose, then have students independently identify the author’s

purpose for writing a selection of paragraphs.

TTW discuss how word choice demonstrates author’s tone and purpose

TTW discuss the connection between word choice, tone, purpose, and author’s point-of-view

using a brief nearpod on tone/mood and word choice.

Regular

Differentiation:


